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TIME VIDEO AUDIO

00:01   WATERFALL

00:22 F/I TITLE: A UNITED NATIONS

FILM

00:35   F/I TITLE: MAKING THEIRWAY

00:42 MDNTAGE OF ÿ AT WORK

NARRATION

In the 1990swcmen are working in

virtually all occupations.

Yet this masks same disturbing

questions ... about prejudice.., about

job opportunities ... about equal pay

... about ÿ treaÿnt, nmdamental

questions about a %rman's place in what

was -- and in many respects still is --

a man' s world.

(26)
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01:16

01:42

VII/AGE IN LESOTHO

WÿMAN WITH ÿLEREN

INSIDE HCME

Men are scarce in the villages of

Lesotho.  Here near the southern tip of

Africa, wrmÿn are often left alone to

raise their families.  Many must rely

on food aid.  Liengoane Mÿkose is

typical.  Her husband is away most of

the year working in the mines.  Apart

from his remittances, Liengoane Mokose

has few resources to feed and clothe

her family.                   (

01:57

02:03

ON CAMERA

MANEO NTSONYANA                 "In Lesotho most of our men are working

SDFÿI'±'I'LE: MANED NTSONYANA    in the Republic of South Africa...   (7)

CEMMIESIONER OF WOMEN'S AFFAIRS

VOICEOVER - MANEO NTSONYANA

MARKET                         This means that cur women stay at home

looking after evÿ.  They are

looking after the children, they are

the ones who are looking after the

production. They do the ploughing, the

, ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ=vÿ.

In iesotho ÿuman are the source of

production but men control everything.

Women have no rights.  In order that

our wrmÿn should have the credit they

are ÿ to have the permission

fran their husbarÿs...            (44)
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02-49 MANEO NTSONYANA

ON CAMERA

So we are just the labour force." (2)

02:58 WOMEN WORKING ON CIROIIT

BOARD ASS]ÿ4BLY LINE

NARRATION

In many parts of the world, wÿmen are

valued primarily as a cheap and

available labour force.  Tne growing

econcmdes of South East Asia have been

fueled by oumpanies employing "nimble

fingers" at low pay and long hours.

Jobs like these in a Singapore computer

parts plant require little education or

training.                      (22)

03:23 WCX4Eÿ RESTING ON WORKHENCH Working in this envÿt can cause

eye and muscle fatigue.  In some

factories noise and chemicals are

everyday hazards.  One escape frcm

drudgery lies in training. (12)

03:37

Sble.iÿ'i'i'IE: ÿ

ONÿ
'ÿbe opportunities are there,

individuals to pick up

upportunities and upgrade themselves

and go ÿ higher up."

it's up to

(8)
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03:47 CONSTANCE SINGHAM

SUFÿiiLE: CONSTANCE SINGHAM

ASSOCIATION OF WCMEN FOR

ACTION AND RESEARCH

ON CAMERA

"The vast majority of these women - 84%

in the survey that we did -- turned

down opportunities because the skills

training proÿ are being offered

after hours...                    (ii)

03:58 WOMEN WORKING

VOICEOVER - CONSTANCE SINGHAM

And wumen have this triple burden of

household and work and dÿild care

responsibilities.  They don't have the

time."                                           (6)

04:09 Iÿ RAHMAN ÿN

NARRATION

WaheedaRahmanChandoesn'thaveher

own family yet.  She is a 23-year old

machineoperator'shelper in

Singapore.  Tne plant she works in

produces cumputercircuitboards. (2)

0426

oN CAMÿ

"I decided to come to work here

because, une thing is to earn a living

and gain same experience and to support

my family...                 (9)
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04:37 WOMEN WORKERS ÿJNCHING OUT

VOICEOVER - WAHEEDA

I would like to be married scme day and

have a family and children and making a

happy life."                   (5)

04:43 WAHEEDA AT HOME

NARRATION

Waheeda's life oentres around her

family, especially her father, a taxi

driver.  For young wcmen, life on the

assembly line is seen more as a

transition between school and

marriage.  Waheeda views her job not as

exploitation but as an opporb2dty to

earn moray and contrÿ toher

family's ÿ.                   (27)

05:13 OSLO PORt Low paying, low-skilled jobs are found

everywhere.  And more often than not,

it's wÿmen who fill them.  Even in a

country with a rÿ[m!tation for social

equality like Norway, the lowest

skilled jobs are the dumain of wÿ_n.

For some, it's a preference.  For

others, lack of skills or experience

leaves sales or waitressing as the only

choice.                          (26)
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05:58 HELGA HERNES

SDÿ'±TLE: HEIGA HERNES

AÿR ON WQMEN'S ISSUES

ON CAMERA

"I think that it will not be a defeat

for women's liberation if it turns out

that women and men have different

preferences in terms of what work they

want to do.  And I don't consider this

to be a terrible issue.  Tne big issue

is whether they get paid the same.  And

that has to do with how you evaluate

work."                                    (

06:17 JORINN ÿ%EWIK AND

SIEEÿAIK CLEANER

NARRATION

It reÿ a certain tenacity for wÿmen

to break into better paid vocations.

Jorinn Brewik had to ove/cunÿ prejudice

against female workers in so-called

male jobs.  But she was determimed to

qualify to operate Oslo's municipal

cleaning              (15)

06:38 INTERIOR Jorinntakes her coffee breakat a

nearby firehouse.  It's a good place to

experience first hand, male attitudes

wumen occupying jobs such as

hers.                         (10)
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07:47 MARIA WORKING WITH

BABY ON HER BACK

Like most working women, she has to

juggle the demands of her job with the

responsibilities of childcare.  Two of

Maria's children are in school.  The

youngest stays with her on the job. (ii)

08:01 MARIA VELA ON CAMERA

VOICEOVER - TRANSIATION FRCM SPANISH

My problem is that my work is dirty --

very dirty -- and also I have to work

here with my baby.  I come here twice a

week and the other days I take care of

my home, and my family."         (14)

08:20

08:42

08:48

, PEOPLE ÿ%IKING

FABIOIA ÿ ORTIZ ON CAMERA

MARKET

VOICEOVER - ÿNSIATION FROM SPANISH

"In Ecuador, as in other latin American

countries, the informal economy is that

part of the ÿ which does not have

any guvÿ help, no help at all

in the legal sense.  In other words all

those women and men who work on their

own, in their own businesses.  They do

not work in any factory or cumpany,

they have to make a living for

themselves and their families, doing

any work they can find."           (34)
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06:52

C/U JORINN

07:19

07:11

07:04

JORINN

MARIA VELA WCRKING

IN Sÿ

06:58

ON CAMERA

'ÿqny not.   It's not too hard." (3)

NARRATION

But when asked whether a wcman could be

a firefighter, the reply is different.

(4)

ON CAMERA

"It's dangÿ job.

for women."

I think it's no

(4)

ON CAMERA

',ÿe have no muscles.

the reason."

I think that's

(4)

NARRATION

Maria Vela's job calls for a lot of

muscle.  Alongside of her male

rkers, Maria toils in oppressive

heat and dirt preparing meat leftovers

for soup ingreÿents.  In the high

altitude of Quito, Ecuador, Maria needs

d e.ÿaxÿ to kÿ going. (18)
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10:24 HII!]A EGUEZ DE JARAMILID

ON CAMERA

VOICEOVER - TRANSLATION FRCM SPANISH

"The situation of the wcmen in Ecuador

provided a big challenge for the

Ecuadorian ÿ' s Corporation which

was founded five years ago... (8)

10:35 SMALL HUSINESSES,

MERCADO AMERICA

VOICEOVER - HIIIÿ EgJEZ DE JARAMILLO

There are waves of emigration of wemen

fran the rural areas and urban slums.

They do not have the capacity to

survive in the cities because they have

neither the education nor the skills to

do it."                                        (14)

10:54 MERCADO AMERICA

NARRATION

Same wumen who have scraped together a

little capital are able to start small

businesses.  Maria Aguayo owns a small

kiosk.  She can do simple calculations

and is able to read.  But operating a

profitable business requires neÿ skills.

(13)

II:i0 The Ecuadorian Wemen's Corporation runs

classes to help Maria and other small

entrepreneurs.  Instruction in

accounting and busÿ practices will

bring women like Maria better
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09:06 MDNTAGE OF INFORMAL SECIDR

NARRATION

Every day wcmen came frum villages and

farms to sell their goods in the city.

Same stay on permanently.  With the

burden of family responsibilities but

little education, they end up doing odd

jobs. Barely enough to get by.    (17)

09:33 MARIA ESTEIA CITJANA Forty-three-year-old Maria Estela

Cituana supports her six children by

collecting ard selling cardboaz@.

Every day she goes to Quito's middle "

class neiÿibourhocds to scavenge.  She

and thousands like her in Latin America

are the uncounted left outside the

formal econumy.                  (18)

09:54 IAUNDRY MARKET Working in the informal econumy is am

uncertain life. A long day of

avenging cardboard or washing other

people's laundry doesn't give you sick

leave or medical benefits or social

security.  And the govÿ doesn't

give any eccnumic value to what is

ccrÿiÿ an extension of ÿid

work.  ÿ, the informal

sector has no voice in shaping

Ecuador's development. (25)
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12 : 54

13:26

PIANTING SEEDLINGS,

CREDIT MEETING

C/U WCMAN, WGMEN BUILDING

MAIZE STORAGE HUILDING

AND SILO

They know that by working as a

co-operative they can obtain the credit

that used to be routinely denied them.

With a revolving loan, there will be

equipment for ploughing and seeds for

sowing.  With fruits and vegetables

they can establish small markets ...

efforts which will bring more ÿ to

feed and clothe their families.

Filling out a credit application is a

step towards breaking down old barriers.

At the same time women are using

traditional skills to build neÿ storage

silos for their harvest, improving

their lives while helping to diversify

iesotho ' s ecorÿ.                   (37)

13:51 MDHAIRTAPESTRYFACDORY In a country with a scarcity of natural

oummodities, wumen are working with

same of Iÿ's few

resources ... mÿ and wool.

Designing and weaving tapestries is

another sign that the Basotho wumen are

beginning to make their way.    (18)
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organization and profits.  The goal of

these classes is to prcmote business

growth among wcmen.  The hope is that

they will be able to employ others and

beocme a part of Ecuador's formal

ecÿ.                       (24)

11:42 STREET SCENES,

PAN OVER QUnO

For thousands of we men in thisAndean

country, entering the formal economy

will give them amorepowerful voice.

By controllingtheirown lives,

Ecuador's wÿmenwill be abletomakea

real impact ontheirnation's future.

(14)

12:11 LESOTHO LANDSCAPE In dry Lesotho, what arable land exists

is the dcÿain of %K1ÿen.            (4)

12:16 PIPE WITH ÿDNNING WATER,

TÿNG CÿDPS

hey are the ÿrkers, not the owners.

In order to buy seeds, or plough the

fields, or plant crops, %rmÿ_n need

their husbands' permission.  9ÿlen

agricultural ÿ is Lntroduoÿ

it's usually the men who are trained to

useit, not the ÿumen.  But tco often

the man are away during critical

periods.  So the wcmen of lesotho have

begun to band ÿ.          (23)
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14:15 SINGAPORE MONTAGE Glittering, fast-paced Singapore.

Rapid industrialization and a falling

birthrate have led to a dilesma.  How

to ÿge women to have more

children and at the same time attract

them into the labour force?        (14)

14:37

15:06

DAYCARE CENTRE

PICKING UP

By expanding daycare oentres, Singapore

hopes to meet the needs of a growing

population of two-income families.  It

hasn't been easy.   The traditional

model of mother-as-nurturer is

especially strong in Asian countries.

At the very least, parents have

preferred to leave their children with

relatives.  But necessity, and a growing

number of daycare centres, is

transforming the cÿtldcare picture.

The question now is what effect does

this have on the children and their

(37)

15:21 EANA EHRISHNA WITH CHIIEPaN

AND IAISIM CH00

laisim ÿo and her husband Kana

hrishna are typical ÿrking

professionals.  During the week they

entrust their children to the care of

others. (8)
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VOICEOVER - IAISIM CÿDO

"Tne biggest with that I would like...

15:35

16:03

M/S KANA KHRISHNA,

w/s cÿÿ

15:51

IAISIM ÿKÿ

ON CAMERA

is to have more hours in the day so

that I could have more time to spend

with them and not feeling guilty that I

have to work and yet have to be a

perfect mother.  You have to be a

wÿman, not just playing the role of a

wife...                       (18)

VOICBOVER - IAISIM (ÿKX)

to the husband, the role of a mother to

your children, if you have children,

yourself to your ÿiness. ÿ there

are many roles that a wÿman has to play

and it's not easy  ....  (iÿ

ON CAMERA

There are situations whereby I felt that

as a %ÿrking mother I find it very sad

to leave my dÿIdren behind, going to

work and yet having sat in the office

... Excuse me, I'm getting emotional

here ..."                                   (21)
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16:25 OYSTEIN HOLTER ÿ SON

NARRATION

In Norway many men take a full share in

childcare responsibilities.  Oystein

Holter is especially conscious of male

role-playing in his child' s

upbringing.  He is a sociologist

specializing in gender attitudes.   (14)

16:44 OYSTEIN HOLTER AND O3TAgÿYS

ON CAMERA

"It's not easy to live up to an ideal

and this one involves your whole

private life, so like most men I

failed.  But still it's better to try.

And what we do is that we try to share

the fetching and the bringing of the

child, making dinner, doing the dishes,

cleaning up the house and so on.  And

usually it does work and I think that

our ... what sort of you win by doing

this is that your good times together

are more together than it would be if

she lived in her world and I lived in

mine.  To know the other, you have to

be in the other's shoes and to be that

you have to do the work of the other to

be able to do it."                   (49)

17:38  W/S PRAGJE
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17:41 JANA PEKARKOVA ÿALKING

ACROSS Cÿ4ARLES HRIDGE

NARRATION

Man or ÿ, working full-time and

taking care of the family almost always

crmprcmises both.  Jana Pekarkova is a

psychologist in Czechoslovakia.  She

hoped part-time work would solve this

dilemma.                         (12)

17:55 JANA PEKARKDVA

ON CAMERA

"At first after I started to work I wÿ

a great optimist.  I thought that two

days a week, that's not too much and

for two days if I leave the hume it

will be hardly seen here...          (9)

18 : 09

18:23

CHIÿ' S HEDROCM

JANA PEKAREDVA WITH

LD Pÿ

VOICEOVER - JANA PEKAREDVA

And now I am very disappointed.  I've

been working for six months nÿ and I

find it, it's a little bit the other

way around because at hume everything

is upside down.  The two days are a

long time to be away and at work the two

days a week are really not too much and

I feel that I should be more and I

should work more.  So the situation is

really difficult.  I like my job very

much and I like going to work, I feel

I'm needed there...                (55)
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19:04 JANA PEKARKOVA

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

OF SINGAPORE

19:45

19:36 MALE STJDDÿ

FreCKLE STJEÿ

19:19

ON CAMERA

but I find it really very difficult to

combine my job with my family and to

look after the three children plus

fulfill all the tasks that are given to

me in my work."                        (14)

NARRATION

University students haven't yet faced

life' s camprcmises.  Present-day career

questions outweigh future family

oonsideraticms.  For most, career path

a question of personal choice,

not gender chance.              (13)

ON CAMERA

"I have this impression that teaching

is more a ÿ2man's job.  But a lot of

guys also are now entering teaching

rÿwadays." (9)

ON CAMERA

'ÿw males and females are given equal

opportunities to study and to further

improve themselves, right?"         (5)
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19:51 FÿLE SIUDENT

FÿLE SÿJDÿ

20:24

20:01 HALL

CUTAWAYS

19:58

ON CAMERA

"I think wamen are more suitable to

languages.  Men are better in science

field and computer technology."     (6)

ON CAMERA

"If there's samething I wanttogo for,

I'll really go for it."             (2)

NARRATION

iously guided by convention,

female students are attracted more toÿ

the arts and social sciences while

their male ccÿ cÿcÿse

engineering ÿd architecture.

who go against the norm may be

disappointed when they look for work.

(^ÿ

VOICEOVEÿ - ALINE WONG

"Ordinarily students do not think about

the gender problem because they see

everÿhing deÿxns ÿ ÿir ÿn

achievement and their awn motivation...

(7)
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20:32 PROFESSOR ALINE WONG

SbFÿiÿ'±TLE: PROF. ALINE WONG

SOCIOLOGIST

ON CAMERA

But once they step into the working

world, particularly for girls, I think

they face this reality that there are

still same barriers which are not

spoken, which are not really explicit

and yet they are real in their daily

lives."                                  (14)

20:47 NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

OF SINGAPORE

NARRATION

Singapore's National University was

where Joyce See recently spent her

mz  ra ate years, a

political science major, she did not

attain her chosen career. (9)

VOICEOVER - JOYCE SEE

"Politics was my love... (I)

21:03 JOYCE SEE

ON CAMERA

so I was always hoping to be able to

get into the foreign service or even

journalist writing, things like that.

But I ended up here." (9)
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21:14 JOYCE SEE AT ÿHE OFFICE

NARRATION

Here, is a reseazv/ÿ and development

firm, where she is in public relations.

(4)

21:20 JOYCESEEANDCITfAÿYS

ON CAMERA

"I ÿ say there is a subtle

discrimination against wÿmen in certain

professions and fields, or should I say

Oriental country like Singapore, they

always believe that the women's place

is not in the ÿrkplace but at home.

And of course, it takes a longer time

for a female to scale the hierarchy,

but a shorter time for the men.  We

have learnt to accept the fact that

these things exist. We gradually learn

to put ourself in different professions

that we deem suitable to us rather than

going against these norms which we

think that it's just knocking our heads

agaÿ the wall."                   (42)

22:03 EXTERIOR MEDICAL CÿqlRE

VOICEOVÿ- DR. ÿ SOIN

'"ÿe have Singapore Orthopaedic

Association to which all the

oÿedic surgeons belong.  And we

have 62 males and two females... (6)
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22:12 DR. ÿSOÿ

SDIÿ.Fÿ'iTLE: ER.

SOIN

ORPHOPAEDIC SURGEON

ON CAMERA

And I think one feels the stresses of

being a minority.  I mean the same

stresses that are operative for all

minority groups, you feel the sense of

isolation and loneliness.  Tnat you are

being oonstantly watched...       (15)

22:27 ER. ÿSOIN

TREATING Pÿ

VOICEOVER - ER. ÿ SOIN

and anything you do may be chalked up

to the fact that you are being female

and not as an individual matter."    (6)

SYNC SOUND - ER. ÿSOIN

"You won't feel any pain at all.  You

may feel same pushing or pulling, but

you wÿn't feel any pain, alright?"   (6)

22:45 DR. ÿSOÿ

EATING PATImÿ

VOICEOVER- DR. ÿ SOIN

'ÿmÿ.n have the aspiratiÿs and the

same needs for self-fulfillment as

(5)

22:53 ER. KANÿ%IJIT SOIN

ON CAMÿA

and I think we want to be first of all

human beinc/s.  And being a man or a

waman is only a secÿ matter."   (7)
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23:01 KIRSTEN BYRNE ON FARM

NARRATION

Kirsten Byrne is spending her

holiday on the family farm before

beginning her new job as county

agricultural administrator. (8)

In Norway, managing one hundred people

is still an ÿ position for a

woman.  Kirsten is a bit anxious.    (6)

23:19

23:33

23:43

23:55

24:00

PHOTO PAN

KIRSTEN BYRNE ON CAMERA

KIRSTEN ÿ ON FAÿ4

KIRSTÿ BYÿ ON CAMERA

BYRÿ ON FÿM

VOICEOVER - TRANSLATION FROM NORgÿGIAN

"Among the people in my neÿ job who

rk in the office, including the

acMdmistration, the leadership is

sumewhat skeptical.  I believe that

they are very ÿ ÿ the

position I will have and also how I

will behave; whether I will become a

contrary, sumewhat difficult person who

goes her own way without following them

absolutely.  And I believe the fact

that 1%ÿn my case with help from the

Ombud of Equal Status created quite a

bit of hysteria."                  (34)

NARRATION

The commcticn ÿs caused when

was at first rejected for the
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position.  Convinced she was the victim

of job discrimination, Kirsten took her

case to a Scandinavian-born

institution: the "Ombudsman", which is

designed to protect individuals frum

state injustices.                (17)

24:22

24:27

BYRNE ÿLKING

BYRNE ON CAMERA

VOICEOVER - TRANSIATIÿN FRCM ÿIAN

"I believe ÿe must fight and I believe

that, if we did not have an Equal

Status Ombud the way we do, it would

have been much more difficult.  It will

take a number of battles and then it

will became a matter of course.  If

there was no Ombod of Equal Status in

Scandinavia today, at least as far as

Norway is concerned, women would not

have ccÿe as far as they have."     (20)

24:53

25:01 M.C. PAMA

S0ÿ'±TLE: M.C. PAMA

CIVIL ÿINEER

GN CAMERA

"In fact I was never given a hard time

by men. But they used to joke about as

%rmÿn would not be able to do

it.  But we tried to show that ÿumen

can do it."                               (9)
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25:11

25:28

M.C. PAMA IN FIELD

MEN ÿJSHING STROLLERS

OSLO

NARRATION

For every wÿman who has made her way in

the workplace, many more have not.

Whether in a developing country like

iesotho or an industrialized nation like

Norway, whether in Singapore,

Czechoslovakia or Ecuador, attitudes

about male and female roles are hard to

change.  Perhaps a neÿ generation will

fully embrace a United Nations

Convention on the Elimination of All

Forms of Discrimination Aÿinst ÿ.

For the present, fulfilling its ideals

remains a lofty goal.              (35)

25:55 GRO ÿ ÿA%ÿqÿAND, M.P.

SbL-'Jÿ<L'.L'n.E: Gtÿ

AqDÿIAND, M.P.

IAN PRIME MINISTER

1986-89

ON CAMERA

'"ÿcmen are there to be and to stay in

the workplace, and the conditions of

family life, transportation, the rights

to different work hours, the whole

atmÿ of the society will have to

aooÿLÿdate to this fact."           (19)
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26:15 ER. CÿIÿN HENG CHEE

SUFÿ'±TLE: ER. Cÿ{AN

HENG CHEE

SINGAPORE AMBASSADOR TO U.N.

ON CAMERA

"The prQblem is for govÿts to find

the right kind of policies and

structures to help women work and to

work well and to manage their

families.  And here I think we look to

the international ccÿmmity as well to

produce the idea so that we can all

learn from each other's experie/xÿ."

(18)

26:34   END CREDITS OVER PIClI/RES

27:09   IAST FRAME




